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hello!
Why is it that every year seems to go
Sally Styles
by at a faster rate than the last? I was
amazed when HABB day (the Hairdressing and Beauty Benevolent)
was upon us. On the 1st May all hairdressers were asked to
text HABB to 82540 and donate £1.00 to this worthwhile cause
(a total of £1.50 is charged). If you didn’t see the publicity for
donating on May 1st it’s not too late - why not text right now –
remember it’s your charity and the help they give hairdressers
who have fallen on hard times, cannot be praised enough.
The new HC web-site is now up and running and means you
can purchase exclusive products on line. Register today to see the
pages only available to you as an SRH. I really hope you enjoy the
new site and look forward to feedback from you.
There are yet more give-aways in this issue of ‘Hairdresser’ –
why not try your luck – well done to those who won the giveaways from the last issue. For all those who have given us their
mobile phone numbers, I hope you received our text on 1st April
telling you about the increase in leave from 24 to 28 days per
annum. We will only send out texts when there is information
that will affect you as an SRH as we know you want to be kept
informed. For those who have not yet let us have your mobile
numbers, please e-mail them to us. All you need to do is type
your registration number, mobile phone number and your e-mail
address to registrar@haircouncil.org.uk.

Beating the recession – the ‘Baby Boomers’
Building the Business, Feature 2 - Stay Fresh
Quick Look – An easy to follow Step-by-Step
LED – Dermatitis, a Q & A on protecting
your skin
Max Value – How to find out what you’re worth
World Skills – three are through to the
next round
Legal Page – Help on tax, an update from HMRC
Master Craftsman – Let everyone know

hairdresser
THE

a new trend that works for any hair type or length
Llongueras highlights the occasional strand and works different volumes to create a cut that moves of its own
accord, to enhance the features of each individual client.
A bold choice with touches of asymmetry, irregular fringes and peaks. Natural irregular colour, highly blended with
strokes of light blonde, hazel, honey and platinum hues, all soft tones to respect the natural colour of the hair.

… truly individual styles, just what everybody wants …
Hair and make up: Llongueras International, Concept: Lluis Llongueras, Photography: Oleg Covian
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market

Star Quality

For everyone who has dreamt of a peek
into the kit bag of top international stylists
and has wondered what they use to create
show-stopping style, Schwarzkopf Professional
now presents OSiS Styling Stars, a collection
of products chosen by stylists from across
its global portfolio. These are their 10 “can’t
live without” hair heroes that make up an
essential tool kit for styling excellence.
Crossing shape, finish, protection and
hold, OSiS Stars now make up a compact
assortment within the OSiS range.

news

A Breath Of British Fresh Hair!
There is a buzz of Great British excitement as Hedco
- a new range of essential hair care, formulated,
sourced and manufactured in the UK – hits the
streets! Inspiration has come from Julian Hendey, a
top professional hairstylist with a successful chain of
hair salons and over 25 years experience in the hair
industry.
“Every head of hair is unique and our aim has
been to offer great products, ensuring our customers
can enjoy day-long, beautiful, clean, fresh hair.”
Using the finest ingredients, rich in natural
vitamins and minerals – Shampoo, Frequent Use
Shampoo & Conditioner are available now. Look out
for new products launching in 2009.
Enquiries call 07721 677127,
e-mail Julian@hendeyj.freeserve.co.uk

Bullet Curved Styler

This fantastic new product has a perfectly round barrel, which is great for creating the
flicks, curls and waves that were huge on the catwalk this season. But that’s not all, with
its unique style, the curved edges also avoid that annoying accidental ‘corner’ effect you
can get with conventional straighteners. The curved edges are also perfect for close-up
work on fringes, details and roots.
More details from Lisa Shetabi, Nelson Bostock Communications; tel: 020 7792 7470;
E-mail lisa.shetabi@nelsonbostock.com

Making Sun and Fashion Sense

Looking for bright ideas on keeping your hair sensational rather than sun-stressed this
season while keeping bang on trend with the summer hottest graphic print story?
Enter the new Clynol id care sun collection and playfully sexy, summer bag.
The solar powered heat treats smell peachy and work smart with apricot kernel oil,
vitamin E, panthenol and UV filters keeping sun-damage at bay while you bask.
Here’s the fruity three-product line-up: Pure after sun hair & body shampoo;
Refresh after sun balm; Intense after sun mask. And all of this comes in a stunning
yellow beach bag with a funky graphic print (RRP £20.95).
Further information from LWPR on 01858 419668
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Do Your Bit and Win a Beautiful Dress

Times Are Tough,
Don’t Look Rough!

With the credit-crunch well underway and
an ever-increasing number of job losses,
job-seeking men should fear not! Everything
you need to redundancy proof your existing
position, or nail that all important interview
is available.
To make your skin really glow with
vitality, our friends at image specialists,
Mankind, recommend newly introduced
Giorgio Armani Skin Minerals Scrubbing
Mud - The purifying force of Volcanic Micro
Minerals concentrated in a black volcanic
mud to deeply exfoliate the skin. This
non-foamy black cream helps eliminate
impurities in the skin. It deeply exfoliates
the surface leaving the skin feeing revived,
deeply clean and smooth.
Contact Lucy da Silva for more details;
Tel: 01252 362178 or e-mail:
lucy@mankind.co.uk

Consumers are flocking to the high streets to grab a bargain but once materials have been
briefly used by our disposable culture, these labour-intensive products are turned into a
waste problem. Now if you have any unused fabrics or outdated clothes, you can do your bit
for the environment by turning them into new garments and win a beautiful Lena Santana
dress or accessory.
Lena Santana uses rescued fabrics - from small pieces of fabric to aged clothes, bits of
lace, table cloths, old curtains and even men’s ties - to create magnificently cut dresses and
accessories, helping to reduce waste and use of virgin material.
To enter the competition, send your fabrics and contact details to: Lena Santana,
Studio E2R, Cockpit Arts, Cockpit Yard, Northington St, London, WC1N 2NP.
More details at www.lenasantana.com.

Cleaning the world without chemicals
and without compromise?
So how about this as an alternative: No
Warning labels, No Chemicals, No Toxins, No
Fumes, No Pesticides?
Nothing but cold water!
No plastic Bottles or Paper Packaging –
Just kind to you, your family, flora and fauna.
Saving you up to 74% against traditional
cleaning products; maybe it is time to
change....to cleaning with ENJO.
For more information call 0845 491 8718 or
e-mail office@enjo.co.uk

Fake, Don’t Bake!
Perfect for sun-shy, slow-tanning skin, as a post holiday
top-up, or a year-round quick fix glow, multi award
winning Lavera sun sensitive Self-Tanning Lotion is the
eco-friendly choice for those searching for a skin-friendly,
natural-looking tan that’s free from synthetic ingredients.
Suitable for Vegans and all skin types, the Lotion is made
with nourishing organic Jojoba and organic Aloe Vera,
and meets strict BDIH guidelines for Certified Natural
Cosmetics.
For nearest stockists and mail order, call 01557
870567 or visit www.lavera.co.uk.
Enquiries: Tracey Hollom, Vert PR. Tel: 01925 210 349.

Here’s some of the Stars,
Dust It A cult wonder texturising powder to
create an incredible backcomb effect at the
root suitable for either long or short styles.
Upload This blow-dry cream builds body
for lightweight volume and a beautiful silky
finish; leaves hair satin soft and bouncing with
volume and control.
Flatliner Must-have heat protection spray for
poker straight styles, an essential for anyone
who frequently uses heated appliances.
Sparkler A fine shine spray for super sheen
finishes on dry hair and conditioners work to
detangle without overburdening the hair.
Freeze A medium hold, added UV protection
spray for finishing dry hair that won’t weigh
hair down and easily brushed out.
Grip A super-hold, anti static mousse for long
lasting results, applied to damp hair to give
extra staying power with added shine.
OSiS an extensive styling range of 35
products: Designed for professional
hairdressers and loved by their clients.
Further details: Schwarzkopf Professional
on 01296 314 000 or at www.
schwarzkopfsalonfinder.co.uk
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market

reader offers

news

Oops problem solvers

Offer your customers something new and unique
with Miss Oops, a new brand dedicated to providing
women with beauty saving, problem-solving products
that help make life that little bit easier. Here’s The
Hairdressers’ choice for the top four essentials,
Rescue Sponges a discreet, dry sponge that
eliminates embarrassing deodorant marks and other
emergency blunders that make you say “oops”.
Mishap Tape a double-sided
apparel tape that is perfect for repairs
to hanging hems, gaping blouses and
prevents plunging necklines from
revealing too much.
Pucker Protectors a great
combination of lip balm and gloss
combined with an SPF 30.
Goblet Goop an excellent moisturising and firming neck cream to protect from sun damage
with a built-in SPF 30.
Easy to use and affordable Miss Oops is all any girl needs to keep those emergencies
under control!
Wholesale enquiries from www.witt-herring.com or e-mail lucie@witt-herring.com

Extend the life

Danish invention Razorpit is a blade
sharpener that extends the life of your
razor - On average one razor blade lasts
10-15 shaves, with Razorpit this is increased
to 50-150!
Like a barber sharpens his knife on a
leather strap, the unique Razorpit silicone
surface removes soap, mould, skin and
hair that stick to the blade and make it
dull, allowing you to use the blade again
and again.
Set to take the UK market by storm,
creator and founder Morten Kjeldsen says,
“Working on 95% of all razors, if you want
to prolong the life of your razor, use the
same blades up to 150 times and save
cash”, Razorpit (RRP - £19.95).
Contact: Lucy Da Silva PR/Marketing;
tel: 01252 362158; lucy@mankind.co.uk

The Gift of Youth

Two major tell tale signs that a woman is
ageing are beauty spots and gravity! Thanks to
Italian beauty company, Neo Glis, a great new
product has been launched that will help combat
these signs. Beauty Lift Mask is an innovative
beauty mask containing special ingredients
for immediate lifting effect, leaving the skin
surprisingly smooth and firm. Result – a youthful
and radiant complexion throughout the day.
Contact Katy on 0845 225 1500 or at
Katy@fullportion.com for more details; or
in store at Enzo Beauty, 320 Uxbridge Road
London W3 9QP.

Intense Colour wash-out range for
adults and children alike

Stand out from the crowd this summer with the latest in hair colours brought to you by
ColourFXTM – a clever collection of wash-out hair colour sprays and gels. Both ranges
compliment any mood or look - children can become a pink fairy or green hulk, teens can copy
their favourite celebrity look or capture festival fever. Men can colour their hair to match their
favourite team colours and women can create that unique look for a girls night out – they even
provide a UV glow under the spotlight! Easy to use - style in and wash out.
For stockists call 01934 743569 or Caroline at Fuel PR on 020 7498 8211
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Roots Up
Foam

Increase hair volume
by up to 30%.
Help hairdressers
to recreate this
season’s big hair
trends with new
Volumize-it!
Roots Up from
international
haircare experts
Kadus.
From beautiful
bouffants to big
blow-dries, this
exciting new hair
amplifier will
inject even the
limpest locks with
outstanding 24 hour
fullness and vitality
to create fabulous
hair-ups.
Call Natasha Darko,
Kadus Press Office
on 020 8240 4448

The Hairdresser has teamed up with
the top names in your industry to bring
you some fabulous special offers worth
hundreds of pounds. To stand a chance
of winning one of these fantastic offers
just follow the steps shown. The lucky
winners will be drawn at random.

Inject a little
summer flair
in to your
clients’ hair

Slalom styling products from International hair
care experts Kadus are here for summer. Boasting
two high performance products perfect for
creating the ‘hair dos of the moment’, this
must-have kit will ensure you add spice to
every hot style!
We have 2 Slalom sets (worth over £13.40
each) to give away, each containing Volumizeit! Lift Up Blow-drying Lotion for luscious
lock lift and Create it! Wet Power Wet Gel for
defining and sculpting short hair.
For further information, contact Natasha Darko
at the Kadus Press Office Tel: 020 8240 4448,
E-mail: natasha.d@unleashed-potential.com
To win one of two sets of Kadus Slalom send
your details by mail, text or e-mail to the
address below.

Wedding Season
Once the rains of April die away, the wedding
season really begins and you need stylish creations
for your beautiful brides. International celebrity
stylist, Davis Biton has produced a series of three
volumes of step-by-step large format pictorial
guides to dressing long hair.
And to go with each there’s a DVD set so you
can see him at work in full detail.
Thanks to their generosity, we have two sets to
give away worth almost £100.00, all you have to do
is to send your details by mail, text or e-mail to the
address below and hope your name is drawn.
See below for entry details

Winners for issue 38
Indola’s Repair for Hair (6): Mrs L Jackson;
Angela Vernon; Helen Howlett; Alex Timcke;
Mrs M Watts; Amanda Soper
Wella’s Lifetex Resist (5): Debbie Miller;
Mrs H Carriage; Rita O’Connell;

Mrs M Watts; Zoe Gaitley
Folligro sets (3): Mrs P Ramsay;
Loretta O’Connell; Lynda Cooper
Nanomax Microsystem Kit (1):
Mrs M Watts

Persistent Colour
Problem Solved with
the NEW tie towel
Hairdresser, John Wood, has created an
innovative colouring towel to help solve an
age-old problem…the slipping towel!
A hairdresser for over 40 years, John’s
solution to the same old problem, picking up towels from the floor
or backs of chairs as it slipped from the customers shoulders, is a
sure fire winner. Avoid those messy and unhygienic off the floor
towels with these bleach and tint resistant Tie Towels, sculpted to
fit comfortably along the client shoulders. Supplied in packs of six
(RRP £19.95 per pack).
For further information on this product, contact Essence PR on
020 8555 8960 or e-mail essence@essencepr.com
To win one of three packs of Tie Towels send your details by mail,
text or e-mail to the address below.

Making Sun and Fashion Sense

As shown in the MarketNews section, this is the fabulous new
solution to keeping your hair sensational during the coming
summer sun. This new id Care Sun collection from Clynol has three
innovative products to keep your hair from getting stressed and it
all comes with a fab, designer-style beach bag.
To win one of these fabulous sets send your details by e-mail,
text or mail to the address below
10 Years Younger, the Channel 4
programme launches it’s first live event
at Earls Court from 3rd to 5th July - the
cream of ‘feel good’ fashion, beauty and
well-being brands. This set to be the event
of the year focusing on understanding real women, anticipating
what they want and really need, mixed with fun and good humour.
Features, ‘Beauty Catwalk’ • ‘Fitness Forum’ • ‘Master-class Theatre’
More details from victoriac@modusdowalwalker.com or
call 020 7331 1437 AND WE’VE GOT TWO PAIRS OF TICKETS TO
YOU TO WIN – see below for contact details.

To win, contact us:
By E-mail Francis@dragon-marketing.co.uk
By Text 07905 855052
By Mail Dragon Marketing, Dragon Studios,
Black House Road, Colgate, West Sussex RH13 6HS
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Celebrity SRH
Lisa Shepherd’s
view for summer
Dreaming of a chilled, relaxing summer?
To be bang on trend this season you’ve got
to ooze care-free vibes. According to Lisa

“we’ll be seeing a whole lot of
what I call ‘girlie girl’ walking
around; it’s lightweight, almost
product-free hair, nearly
flyaway in texture.”
The hair does have movement and root lift
but there’s a focus on almost chunky layer
free cuts: Think Kate Moss at the moment,
for a perfect example. Gwyneth Paltrow’s
bob is the shining example of where a bob
should be, to be totally on trend now! It
has a very strong outline with the product
free effortlessness of this summer’s look.
Colour this spring/summer is all about the
dusty blonde, a soft sandy almost matt
blonde with a mussy texture, a la Kate Moss.
Hair By: Emma Steven, Lisa Shepherd
Salons, Sutton Coldfield
Photographer: Andrew O’Toole
Clothes: Harriet Cotterill
Make-up: Aleesa Hall

And Lisa’s Team Awards

The Lisa Shepherd team are familiar with
awards, they have to be one of the most
successful award-winning salon groups in the
country but these awards were a first even for
them! To celebrate the end of a momentous
year and signal the start of an exciting new year
Lisa Shepherd decided to reward her team with
an awards party they won’t forget in a hurry!
After the ceremony the team were treated to a
one-off performance from their idols, Lisa, Tim,
Emma, Nicola and Jo (dressed as Girls Aloud!)
kicked off the karaoke in style with their rendition
of The Promise. Unfortunately the camera broke
at this point so we have no photos to share but we
will leave it to your imagination…
Photo courtesy of Lisa Shepherd and lwpr on
01858 419668
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Charlotte has
it up top
Congratulations to State Registered
Hairdresser, Charlotte Heath
(aged 23), winner of the Span
Training Advanced Level 3
Hairdressing Award.

H

aving put many hours into the preparation prior to the
competition, Charlotte was really excited to have come
first in the advanced category for 1960's themed, long
hair competition. Winning is especially significant as the
standard of work from the other 80 competitors was very high.
The event, organized by Span Training and Development of
Radley, was held at the Kassam Stadium on 8th March.
Charlotte is grateful for the support and encouragement of her
employer, Richards Hair Group in Oxford, where she has worked for
four years. Special thanks also to her model, Kate Joyce, who was
very professional.

SRH Akin Konizi leads
from the front
Over 50 hairdressing professionals from as
far a field as Ireland flocked to the Fantastic
Hairdresser’s new Business Academy in
Chiswick on 16th March, to enjoy the first ever,
100% Hairdresser course, hosted by renowned
training inspirer Alan Austin-Smith and British
Hairdresser of the Year 2008 Akin Konizi.

F

rom motivating a team to delighting clients, the insightful
interviews with Akin, highlighted the business, leadership and
customer service skills required for excelling in the industry.
In addition to having the chance to find out about his path to
becoming British Hairdresser of the Year, the intimate group of stylists
and trainees were given the unique opportunity to get up close and
personal and discover his top tips for progressing in the industry.
And because 50% of being a Fantastic Hairdresser is about picking
up a pair of scissors, the award-winning hairdresser also showcased his
first-class cutting and styling skills by transforming three models in live
demonstrations right before the audience’s eyes.

|
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Further information from Natasha
Darko at The Fantastic Hairdresser
Press Office Tel: 020 8240 4448 Email:
natasha.d@unleashed-potential.com

Summer cuts in Japan
Strong, sharp lines cut into the hair with elements of disconnected softness –that’s the
view from Japan, with colours containing rich dark bases with vibrant purples,
grass greens and tonic blues, according to John Carne SRH.

The John Carne Creative Team took to the stage with six models in front of 30 Japanese
delegates at an innovative and exciting two-day cutting seminar at the ASK Academy.
The Team are: Aaron Blondell, Andy Smith, Stewart Foreman,
Esther Jenkins, Yolanda Rimira, Nicola Hill, Rochelle Knight, Alexandra Manton,
Darren Reed and Laura Hulbert.
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Look again,
you’re Online!
Designed by Jez Coan Design; Produced by Siteworks

New website launched

The Hairdressing Council now have a brand new website for you to browse. You will
find the site has so much more to offer. In your own exclusive

SRH area (you

will need to register with your e-mail address and registration number to enter) you can
purchase quality SRH goods to help promote your status as an SRH. You can find out all
about becoming a Master

Craftsman and read your latest magazine on line.

The Student of the Year gallery is now up and running with fantastic shots from last
years’ event for you to enjoy and, of course, all the usual information to help you with
your career in hairdressing.
Why not tell your clients about the website so they can understand more about why
you are a State

Registered Hairdresser.

The majority of the public still

believe that Hairdressing is already a regulated industry which only allows qualified
stylists to practise. Once they realize that anyone can practice hairdressing without
training, they will be reassured that you are one of the thousands of SRHs.

Browse the site and let us know what you think.
E-mail the registrar at sally@haircouncil.org.uk with your views, news and what
you would like to see included on the site. Enjoy.

|
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checkout new products and services

Urban Sunlights
Dazzling sunrises and shimmering sunsets, Clynol have
done it again with their stunning new trend collection,
Urban Sunlights, depicting this summer’s blondes
beautifully and for every client.
The summer sun is the inspiration behind the two
stunning looks in the Urban Sunlights collection. Its bright,
early morning sparkle is reflected in the fresh, natural
tones of Daylight Glow, while in Twilight Allure, Clynol
have captured the warm radiance of the setting sun on a
summer’s evening.
At this time of year, clients look to their salon to give
them the feel of summer from head to toe. You can
deliver that boost of vitality, confidence and fun with this
new blonde colour and care package. Whatever kind of
blonde they are, the gorgeous colour palette of the Urban
Sunlights collection will bring out the essence of summer.

Scissor Sisters Success
Sisters ARE doing it for themselves at KCUK – Solihull’s new and only hair
and beauty day spa launched by former
students Krystle and Carla Pike.

A

fter completing their Levels 2 and 3 in Hairdressing at Solihull College,
the siblings are hoping to prove a cut above the competition with a spa
room, sauna, relaxation room and exclusive couples room. And for good
measure, the first apprentice to start work with Krystle, 24, and Carla, 21,
is 18-year-old Amy Lloyd - who is currently studying hair and beauty at the College.
“I love interacting with people so working in hairdressing was an easy
choice to make,” said Carla. “The course opened my eyes to just how many
opportunities there are to progress in a hair and beauty career.”
Adds Krystle: “Although we did the same College course a year apart we
hadn’t planned on going into business together for another five years: For that,
we owe a very big thank you to our parents.
“Learning the skills and knowledge you need to be a success was very
intensive, but very worthwhile.”
Solihull College Hair and Beauty assessor, Kerry Moseley, trained both
sisters. She said: “The girls were a pleasure to teach and both achieved their
qualifications in double quick time – just 10 months into the 18-month
course.”
The Hairdresser wishes both girls every success. Thanks to Solihull College
for this news piece: More information on hair and beauty courses on
0121 678 7000 or by e-mail: enquiries@solihull.ac.uk
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Combat the harsh winter
conditions and help protect
wild life at the same time
Celebrity stylist David Babaii has
created this fabulous hair care line
with actress Kate Hudson for
WildAid Hydrating Shampoo &
Conditioner replenishes thirsty hair
with all natural, eco/animal friendly
and glorious smelling ingredients.
WildAid's mission is to end the illegal
wildlife trade within our lifetimes

Coming to the UK soon
More information from Janice McCafferty
Communications www.janicemccaffertypr.com or
David Babaii for WildAid, www.db4wildaid.com

As the sun starts to shine and nights get brighter, festivals season
is in the air. Long, fun-fuelled weekends with friends await and
now you can still look totally groomed and gorgeous with WAHL’s
festival survival kit for summer.
WAHL’s festival range includes the
grooming gear for men. Everything
you need’s here to use on the go,
from a toothbrush to a batteryoperated trimmer; all contained
within a compact zip-up case that
can be stored easily in your bag.

Solihull College hair and beauty apprentice Amy
Lloyd, seated, is happy to be part of the KCUK
team supporting sisters Krystle and Carla Pike.

Further information from
WAHL customer care line
on: 01227 774066;
E-mail: enquiries@wahl.co.uk
or visit www.wahl.co.uk

Outshine yourself with exceedingly
glossy hair, courtesy of

NANOMAX

Ever wanted your clients to look really special
for their big night out? Well now you can make
it happen thanks to NANOMAX’s 3D Shine
treatment, a form of nanotherapy that will leave
their hair glistening, glossy and sleek.

Suitable for all hair types and textures
Treatment only takes 20 minutes
Intense sheen lasts for around five weeks
Takes advantage of patented
nanotechnology
This unique treatment contains nanomolecular
silk and will smooth and prevent frizz with its
anti-humidity ingredients.
To try a treatment for review, please contact
Alicia at Azaria PR on 05601 152 077 or
alicia@azariapr.co.uk.
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Building
the Business
feature 1

This new series
will bring you
case studies and
articles to help
you survive these
tough times and
build a stronger
business.

THE AVANT GARDE STORY
The first of a three-part article
on one couple’s rise and rise
Background

The business performance coaching process

an Beswick & Naomi Hemmings have a clear vision of where they
are going and know what they believe in. At 24 and 25, respectively
they have already shown they are capable of setting up and
running two salons with flair and energy. Over the last three years
they have established Avant Garde as a respected local brand and
generated a loyal clientele. However stability, longevity and profitability
demand a little more. Ian and Naomi knew they needed to move up a
level in business performance.
Thus in April 2008, the West Midlands based Avant Garde salon
group explored expansion from two salons with seven staff, to three
salons, and potentially 16 employees. In addition, they wanted
to set up a powerful web portal to showcase the group and offer
online purchasing. They had an ambitious business plan and knew it
was quite a challenge to execute it well.
Naomi is a centred and inspiring role model for her styling team.
She is passionate about the service standards and technical quality
of the salons’ work. Ian is a visionary entrepreneur with an eye for
opportunity and the ability to find a way round any obstacle. They
bring complementary talents to the management team.

The overview is – Lead your people, Manage processes, Execute
a strategy.
Ian and Naomi were so busy working in their business that it
was difficult for them to work on their business. It was vital they
took time out to plan, planned time to work with the teams and
worked to a well thought out strategy. The timetable Ian had set up

The original salons
The first two salons are based in Health Clubs – Cannons in
Worcester has three stations and is serviced by Naomi [part-time]
and two other stylists with a mature assistant. Next Generation
in Brierley Hill has six adult and two childrens’ sta tions, and is
serviced by Naomi [part-time], three other stylists and an assistant
nearing the end of her training. Both salons have a wide range of
clients beyond health club members. The spread includes around
15% male and 5% children’s services.

Working with experts
Ian and Naomi turned to business development specialists,
Goldenphish for advice and assistance. From a profiling exercise
carried out by us at Goldenphish, we could see the basis of the
couple’s success. Ian’s vision, determination to achieve and focus
is evident. He has a strategic capability that he could develop
more. Naomi has strong values and beliefs with a strong talent for
developing others and strong empathy.
Ian and Naomi gave the team at Goldenphish clear challenges.
“We know where we want to go. The new salon opens in a few
weeks. Can you show us how to expand the group effectively and
safely? How can we hire and motivate a new team and maintain
our brand?” How can we be rapidly in a financially secure position
and in profit?”
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In Part Two in the next issue we shall look at how Ian and Naomi
dealt with the issues in the strategy and how they put it all
together to make it happen.

60 year old secret reveals how
hairdressers can beat the recession
All across the country hairdressers are being hit hard by recession.
Astonishingly very few know about the 60 year olds’ secret, which
means the beauty industry is the best place to be in recession.

T

he baby boomer generation (born between 1942 and 1964) were the first to redefine youth
culture. Developing successful careers they flourished through Thatcher's 80s, embraced the
material world and created strong revenue streams. Now hitting 60 they are revolutionizing
what it means to be wiser with attitudes far removed from those of their parents.
Marketing expert Henry Baker says, "Boomers are a growing part of the population, within 10
years there will be more over 65's than under 16's. Boomers own and control 80% of the country's
wealth - a collective pot of approximately £175billion. They have 30% more disposable cash than
the under 50s and demonstrate phenomenal spending power. Much of that spending power lays in
the hands of boomer women. Most importantly they have time, money, and energy to spend and are
amongst those affected least by recession.
"For businesses in the beauty industry this presents an unprecedented opportunity." Henry
continues. "Simple changes to who they target, what they offer and how they reach them can allow
access to this little-tapped boomer gold mine. Boomer's purchasing decisions are rarely driven by
price: Much more important is a lack of any 'age' patronization, the creation of 'experiences' rather
than 'products' and 'services' and high quality customer care.
"Not making that change of focus could prove a 'fatal' mistake", concludes Henry.
Further information from Henry Baker on 01929 427744 e-mail at henry@broadway-marketing.com.

© Piksells | Dreamstime.com

I

for the new salon and the web launch was extremely demanding
and we had to ask more of these two entrepreneurs if this project
was to run smoothly.
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Building
the Business

Jeni Aldridge says, “My inspiration comes from many places
including, The bohemian and ‘rich hippie’ vibe of the bars and
shops of China Town; Also the colours, fabrics and smells of
incense and spices of India; I love the eccentricity of the English
and think Vivienne Westwood is an icon! The Wizard of Oz... I
love the ruby slippers (did you know they used Swarovski crystals
in the film)!
Fairytales...Elves, Pixies, Hobbits and the works! Glossy
fashion/art/ magazines; photography from journalistic to
voyeuristic! And anything that excites and inspires me in
everyday life...

feature 2
Stay Fresh
So the UK’s in recession but what
we need to know is what can we
do about it! It’s difficult to know
where to start but one thing is
absolutely essential – we need to
keep the clients coming through
the door. With client’s being
more careful over their cash,
they, like us, are reigning in on
discretionary spending.

Refurbishing to bring
in the business
So how do we bring them into our salon? With one vital
consideration… They must want to! The salon must be even more
welcoming than ever before, it needs to be like going into therapy –
a place to leave all troubles behind.
We bring you three ideas, from a salon owner and marketing
specialists,

I would always advise anyone looking
to refurb, to stick with your ‘gut feeling’
and be true to your original ideas and
inspiration.
Think about what you can do yourself (don’t be afraid to pick up a paint
brush) some of the best ideas come from having a limited budget.
Take photos and keep clippings of anything you find inspiring,
don’t be fearful to inject some personality into the project, you’ll be
amazed at how inspired people are by your ideas!

An alternative approach is to choose
a style and theme everything around
it. The style could take any direction
you choose from Rennaisance, Rocco,
Regency to Art Deco, 60s/70s kitsch
to contemporary, futuristic or even
minimalistic.
As for colours, the palette is seemingly endless with fabrics
and textures to take you to heaven and back. You used to have
to match colours to ensure they complimented each other,
nowadays those rules have been broken. You can almost put any
colour combinations together – the only rule seems to be, “if it
looks good and it works, do it’!

How (& what) to introduce as other
income generating opportunities to
maximize revenue per floor area?
You can generate opportunities to increase revenue by offering
treatments to compliment existing services, e.g., manicures/
pedicures whilst clients wait with colour on. Or you could add a
separate service if you have a room not being used to maximize
your revenue, e.g., a spray tan booth or a massage chair.
Maybe work with independent providers of beauty
treatments or massaging/relaxation treatments whereby
they come and rent space in your salon during the week or at
weekends.
Also, selling jewellery/quirky gifts can also be a good way to
add interest to the salon and provide extra income. Retail homeuse beauty products or slimming ideas, fashion extras and many
more: The choice is simply yours. You decide, however much and
whatever interests you.
Remember to do lots of research before you start, put a
proper plan together with all the details necessary to cover
costs and expectations. Ask your clients what they would find
interesting, involve your staff and use the Internet for ideas
and advice.
We hope you’ve found some inspiration and thanks to the
following for their help:
Jeni Aldridge, owner of HushHush Hair Boutique in
Leamington Spa;
Catherine Warrilow, www.warrilowpr.co.uk;
Tel: 01235 211589
Dragon Marketing Tel: 01293 851101
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UNCLUTTER
YOUR DRAWERS

Renowned for their gorgeous cases, Beauty Boxes has
come up with the ideal solution to all your salon storage
needs with the stylish three-piece, Riva Bella trolley.
– Available in a sleek black finish, pretty pastel pink and
seductive silver.
– Each section can be used separately or together as one
fabulous unit.
– The ultimate in flexibility.
Deep enough to store larger objects such as hair dryers,
straighteners or towels, the trolley also comes with
dividers to allow you to customise each section. The pull
out dividers mean you can safely store smaller cosmetic
items and find them again.

Further information from: Beccy Whittles,
Pilotmax; Tel: 020 8334 0203;
E-mail: beccy@pilotmax.co.uk

Quick Look

LINE OF SHINE

Colouring Technique

2 Take 2 narrow triangular sections. One from
the crown to the corner of the eye, and the other
placed horizontally along the hairline.

This technique is tailored to fit the
haircut and allows you to play with
the effect during styling.
3 Working in fine slices, apply Profession
Caring Color C.76 mixed with developer back
to back in foils through both triangular section
to ensure an even colour result.

1 Before
Natural base colour 4.

4 After the foils are placed apply Profession
Caring Color 3.32 to the remainder of the hair.

TIP Alternatively, on natural base 5 use
the same technique but exchange Profession
Caring Color 3.32 with Profession Caring Color
6.1, using it with 6% developer.

Products used are from
the Indola Profession range,
Caring Color C.76 Contrast
Violet Red with 12% developer
and Caring Color 3.32 Dark Brown
Gold Pearl with 2% developer.
Thanks to:
Photographer: Manuel Pandalis
Hair Cut & Styling: Leonardo Rizzo
@ Sanrizz International for Indola
Make-up: Sina
Clothes styling: Lucy Manning
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Hairdressing
and Dermatitis

Part one of a two-part series

© Tihis | Dreamstime.com

Ask yourself some questions: How many times a day do you get your hands wet? Do you ever have
any chemicals come into direct contact with your skin? Just thinking about the answers to these two
simple questions will give most hairdressers the root cause of dermatitis.
Our skin is covered with a fine layer of “oils” called the lipid layer. One of its main functions is to
control the amount of moisture retained in the skin. The problem is every time we wash our hands,
get them wet or allow unprotected skin to come into contact with chemicals we are starting to break
down the lipid layer and consequently allowing the skin to loose moisture faster than normal. Also
bear in mind its not just the hands; wrists and other areas of skin are also susceptible to dermatitis.
With up to 70% of hairdressers suffering from skin damage we felt that you would like to read the
view form those working with the problem. The Hairdresser, industry specialists, Dermashield and
JLT Business Insurance Services have put together a brief Question and Answer article to inform and
guide you as well as help to protect you from being affected by Occupational Dermatitis.

What is Occupational Dermatitis?
It is an inflammatory reaction of the skin caused by, or made worse by, exposure to irritants or
allergens at work. Irritant contact dermatitis can flare up quickly following exposure to strong
chemicals such as bleach or even frequent exposure to water. Allergic response can be almost
instantaneous or develop over time. Main signs and symptoms are,

Dryness – Redness – Itching – Flaking or scaling – Cracking or blistering – Pain

What are the first signs?
Once the skin looses its natural protection of the lipid layer it will start to look dry and sometimes
also red and sore. Skin in this condition will have lost a great deal of its suppleness and it is likely that
splits or cracks will develop. It may well start around the fingertip and nails but equally the knuckles
are also at risk. It’s also worth looking at the skin between your index and middle finger on your nondominant hand.

Is dermatitis prevalent in the workplace?
HSE reports the following dermatitis statistics based on ratio to 100,000 workers:-

Motor vehicle panel beaters
Printers
Metal worker
Hairdressers

12 employees
18 employees
47 employees
98 employees

These are reported incidents but it is recognised that up to 70% of employees in the hairdressing
industry may suffer some form of skin damage.

Why is it so high among hairdressers?
The main cause is frequent contact with chemicals in hairdressing products when shampooing,
conditioning, colouring or bleaching.
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How?
Through the following regular activities,

Washing, shampooing, conditioning or colouring hair with bare hands;
Handling equipment soaked in chemicals;
Touching contaminated clothing, tools or containers;
Chemical splashes onto skin when preparing hairdressing products for use;
Aerosol or dust landing on skin or being picked up from touched surfaces.

Isn’t this addressed by Health and Safety Management in the
hairdressing industry?
Yes, it is. In summary: The salon’s main Health and Safety Policy document must be documented where
there are five or more employees; Data sheets should be held for all substances and chemicals purchased,
this is a requirement under the CHIP Regulations. Once data sheets are attained, management are
able to undertake a competent risk assessment under the Control Of Substances Hazardous to Health
Regulations. An assessment should be completed and held for all hairdressing products; employees
must be made aware of the hazards involved in products they are using; management must monitor early
symptoms of dermatitis; Employees should be trained in control measures instigated and records kept.
It would also be helpful to attempt to determine if an applicant for employment has any allergies.

I’m a salon manager, why should I be concerned with dermatitis?
Employers have a moral duty of care however, putting that to one
side, employers also have a legal duty of care. They also have an
objective to make money. Dermatitis impacts on all three! Employees
with dermatitis will be unhappy and less productive. They will also
require paid time off from work to attend doctor’s appointments and
by law, employers must report work related dermatitis.
In part two re look at the options you have to protect against
the risk of dermatitis.
The Hairdresser would like to thank Peter Friswell at leading
company, Derma Shield for their input to this two-part article.
Contact Peter via their web site www.dermashield.co.uk or
phone 01633 877569 for further information.
We also thank JLT Business Insurance Services who have
been providing insurance solutions for Hairdressers and
Salons by working with the Hairdressing Council for over
10 years. If you want more information or to discuss
your insurance needs in more detail, contact them on
0800 454 371 or visit them online at www.jltbis.co.uk.
The research carried out for this article and reproduced above should not be
considered as medical recommendations or as a substitute for seeking medical
care and taking full protection measures. We would also remind you to refer back
to the Toolkit page in our last issue of The Hairdresser (issue 39) regarding Salon
hygiene and the advice given by Renscene Barbicide; further information on
0116 2601144 or at www.hairproducts.co.uk.
Disclaimer Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this
publication no liability is accepted under any circumstances by Jardine Lloyd
Thompson for any loss or damage occurring as a result of reliance on any
statement, opinion, or any error or omission contained herein. Any statement or
opinion reflects our understanding of current or proposed legislation and regulation
that may change without notice. The content of this document should not be
regarded as specific advice in relation to the matters addressed.

© Looby | Dreamstime.com

The LED:

learning, education
and development news

Hands are one extension
hairdressers have to look
after for a lifetime!
It’s impracticable to expect professional hairdressers to either
wear gloves for 100% of the time, or to put on hand cream after
each hand washing.
Is it any wonder that so many in the profession have a hard time
keeping their hands looking as good as their customers’ hair?

The solution to dermatitis
in hairdressing is Derma
Shield. 100% satisfaction
guaranteed or a full refund.
To find out more about Derma Shield and take
advantage of The Hairdresser’s special offer of a further
15% of all web prices visit www.dermashield.co.uk/
dermatitis-in-hairdressing.html

Use this code, “HAIR15” on the
checkout page. Offer expires
25th July 2009

Maximizing
the value of
your business

WorldSkills 2009

Mark Ridout

Lois Tippin

Three hairdressers
selected for UK
skills squad

We feature a real-life story to show how to get the best value from your salon

Linzi
Weare

Lois Tippin, 18, from Milkwall,
Linzi Weare, 19, from Berry Hill and
Jenna Smillie, 19, from Dairy, Ayrshire,
hairdressers who work at Cutting Edge,
Reds Hair Company and SM Hairdesign
respectively, have been chosen to be
part of a squad of 60 skilled young
people, with the hopes that they will be
ready to take on the very best in the
world at the biggest skills competition
ever - WorldSkills Calgary 2009 - which
will take place in Canada in September.

L
A Salon Owner’s Story
A worthwhile exercise

I

t was quite a co-incidence that having realised my business
had reached a crossroads, I happened to chat to a client who
had recently had an independent valuation carried out of her
optician’s practice. She had been approached by one of the ‘big
boys’ in the field with an offer to acquire her business. She said she had
been tempted to accept their first offer as she was nearing retirement.
However, through her opticians’ trade association, she was given
the name of an independent company specialising in valuing small
businesses whether it’s for sale (or purchase) of business, partnership
change, incorporation or business development.
Astonishingly, the valuation (predominantly goodwill) of
her business turned out to be considerably more than she had
been offered. Aided by a formal valuation report, she was able to
negotiate a much better deal. In fact the additional money she
made by far exceeded the modest outlay of the valuation itself.
Having developed my hairdressing business successfully over
some 15 years, I had been considering opening up a new salon in
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a buoyant trading area nearby and taking on a new partner to buy
into the business and help me expand. I was hesitant, though, as I
had no idea of current values so I contacted the company I was told
about. They sent me some information by e-mail that day. Their
fees seemed to be reasonable and because they said there was no
need for them to visit my salon this was very helpful as I really
didn’t want the staff or clients to become concerned unnecessarily.
Frankly, I was too busy to spend much time with them.
The whole process was very simple and took a couple of weeks
from start to finish. The report itself was detailed and informative
and I was agreeably surprised at the valuation figure given for the
goodwill, the fixtures, fittings and so on. Despite current conditions,
I hadn’t realised how much I had achieved over the years. My
accountant used the valuation as a basis for turning the business
into a limited company so I could sell a proportion of the shares to
a new co-owner and take life a bit easier.
I’m really so pleased that I’d had that conversation with one of
my clients.
Salon owner’s name and details withheld by request.
RA Valuation Services offer preferential rates for UK State
Registered Hairdressers – call on 01425 402402 or e-mail
info@salonvaluations.co.uk to ask for details.

ois, Linzi and Jenna were
chosen for Squad UK after
a tough three-day selection
competition at Warwickshire
College, Henley-in-Arden, with the results
being announced recently at a prestigious
event at Canada House, London.
Speaking on their behalf, Lois said:
“We’re over the moon to have been
picked for the squad. We’ve worked
really hard to get this far but we know
that there’s still a lot more that we need
to do, to be in with a chance to be on
the final Team UK and go on to represent
our country at WorldSkills. We want to be
the best we can be and show everyone
how great hairdressing is. To have the
opportunity to compete against the best
in the World would be amazing.”
Simon Bartley, Chief Executive of UK
Skills said, “We’re delighted to welcome
Lois, Linzi and Jenna into Squad UK. We
are all very proud of these young people
who are determined to make a difference
in their careers and who are highlighting
to the rest of the UK just how much
young talent we actually have.”
Now that they have been selected for
Squad UK, they will need to intensify their
training to ensure a place on Team UK.

Jenna Smillie
WorldSkills is an intensive, four-day,
international skills competition held every
two years, where 51 member countries
meet and compete in over 40 different
vocational skills, including Beauty
Therapy, Hairdressing, Cabinet Making,
Floristry and Engineering. Over 200,000
spectators are expected to attend the
competition.
For more information, contact:
Alaine Biggs, Praise PR on 07957 344
547; e-mail alaine@praisepr.co.uk,
or Kathryn Crookenden, UK Skills
on 0207 612 9261; e-mail kathryn.
crookenden@ukskills.org.uk
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Legal Update...Legal Update...Legal Update...

Struggling for Cash?

Master Craftsman

HMRC extends business cash flow help
In his recent Budget statement the Chancellor announced further help for
businesses facing difficulties in paying their tax. From 22nd April 2009,
any viable business anticipating making a trading loss in the current tax
year will be able to have the anticipated loss taken into account as part
of any rescheduling of its Corporation Tax or Income Tax payments.

T

his new measure means businesses will no longer have to
wait for the end of their accounting period - which may
be months ahead - to have the loss taken into account
in calculating what they have to pay. This new business
support initiative will be administered by the existing HM Revenue
& Customs (HMRC) Business Payment Support Service (BPSS).

If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and
have management and training experience you maybe eligible to become

Details

© Kneafsey | Dreamstime.com

1

2
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This new support will enable HMRC to agree an extended time
to pay arrangement on the previous year’s corporation tax and/
or income tax if:
H The business is genuinely unable to pay immediately
or enter into a reasonable instalment time to pay
agreement; and
H The business is likely to make a trading loss in the
current year.
Separate to this measure, businesses who wish to reschedule
VAT, PAYE and national insurance contributions or who have
already entered into a time to pay arrangement, but have
found their circumstances have changed for the worse, can also
contact the BPSS for a new or revised time to pay arrangement,
depending on individual circumstances.

3

The BPSS was announced by the Chancellor in his Pre-Budget
Report of 24th November.

4

By 19th April 2009, over 110,000 time to pay arrangements
had been reached with businesses across the UK, worth almost
£2 billion in tax payments deferred. The majority of businesses
have agreed repayment timetables spread across 3 to 6 months.

5

Businesses can call HMRC and in the majority of cases get a
decision within 10 minutes on the help they can receive.

6

The BPSS can be contacted on 0845 302 1435 from 8am to
8pm Monday to Friday and from 8am to 4pm at weekends.
Further information is available at: www.hmrc.gov.uk/pbr2008/
business-payment.htm.

a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing. This prestigious and select hairdressing
award puts you among the cream of British Hairdressing.
The Master Craftsman diploma comes in three different formats, a Diploma in a
stylish, specially made frame, a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver
frame or a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on solid dark wood.
For more information or to place an order contact
The Hairdressing Council on 0208 760 7010.

New masters of their craft

Recent awards of the Master Craftsman Diploma
Congratulations to the following State Registered Hairdressers who have been awarded the Master Craftsman Diploma

629888
929840
929843
931350
932422
933429
935799
936891

Tracy Williams
S K Derbyshire
Mrs A M Francis
Pauline Kinnersley
Carron Francis-Coakes
Linda C Smith
Kerry Bushell
Mr Ernest Arthur

Ammanford
Leicester
Ebbwvale
Grantham
Oxted
Hastings
Waltham St Lawrence
Newtown Abbey

939790
940196
940477
940563
941026
941048
941054

Lisa Moore
Ms Susan Turner
Jacqueline Northwood
Tracey Keeble
Wong Juk Suen
Wan Pui Yee
Wong Wing Yan

Hull
Bury St. Edmunds
Bexleyheath
Stokenchurch
Ontario Canada
Ontario Canada
Ontario Canada
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